
ABB-free@home
Making home automation  
easier than ever



Freedom is a wonderful feeling, as is 
taking charge of your own life. 
Give your home that personal touch 
with ease and live as your heart 
desires. That’s just what ABB-free@
home offers, home automation for 
those who want freedom.
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Totally practical for everyday use. With ABB-free@home, the 
entire home can be controlled not only with switches, but 
also via smartphone, tablet or computer. The system can also 
continuously adapt to changing requirements, thus ensuring  
security for the future.

Controlling your own life 
Flexible, simple and secure for the future
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Liberating. As innovative home auto- 
mation, ABB-free@home offers an 
endless number of possibilities for 
creative design. This allows the home 
to be equipped with endless personal 
concepts and preferences. Both today 
and in the future.
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 Free choice 
 To live life as desired

Smart. ABB-free@home transforms the house or the apart- 
ment into an intelligent home. Whether blinds, lights, heating,  
air-conditioning or door communication – comfort, safety and  
efficiency can finally be controlled remotely. Via a switch on  
the wall or with a smartphone.
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Open for new ideas 
With ABB-free@home all functions in the house can be 
managed automatically – according to time plan, temperature 
and movement detector – or be called up at the touch of a 
button. And here, every combination of the various functions 
is possible.

Many advantages for operation
More pleasant living. The ABB-free@home home automation 
makes daily life easier. With the right app, you can use your  
smartphone or tablet as a remote control at home. In the morn- 
ing, you can raise the blinds at the press of a button without 
leaving your bed and switch on the radio in the kitchen – or 

switch off all the lights and appliances at once when you  
leave the house. Optionally, a conventional wall switch will 
serve the purpose as well. Setting these scenes is also  
conceivably simple. Simply comfortable. Simply practical. 
Simply energy-efficient.

Blind

Light

Heating

Air-conditioning

Door communication
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Total network
Blinds, lights, heating, air-conditioning, 
door communication

Comfortable right from the start. It begins with commissioning 
and continues later when used as a part of daily life. With  
ABB-free@home all applications in and around the house are 
amazingly easy to combine.

Blind switch
Ready for all operating modes. With either a short or long press 
of the button for roller blinds, exterior blinds or awnings as well 
as adjustment of slats. Together with a wind sensor the roller 
blinds, exterior blinds and awnings close up completely and 
are locked during high wind.

 • Flexible options for control
 •  Storm, rain and wind protection  
which responds to the weather
 • Simple operation
 • �Optimised�energy�efficiency�due�to� 
improved insulation when the blinds  
are lowered
 • Optimum timing

Blinds
Whether blind, roller blind, awning or roller door – with the  
ABB-free@home home automation, sun protection and  
energy-saving could not be easier. Opening and closing as 
well as adjustment of slats can be controlled with a switch,  
ABB-free@homeTouch or app for smartphone or tablet. In  
addition, a conventional weather station for protection during  
a storm, a timer or astro function can be used. It automatically 
adjusts the blinds according to sunrise and sunset.
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Light control
Life begins with light. With ABB-free@home it can be optimally 
used, whether for illuminating individual rooms or the entire  
house. For example, with striking light scenes – for different 
moods and to suit the occasion. A pleasant side effect here  
is the cost-saving and environmentally friendly use of energy.

Dimmer and movement detector
With ABB-free@home, rooms or entire buildings can be  
illuminated according to your requirements. Each situation 
receives suitable light – whether striking light scenes or  
emergency lighting. All lights are switched on at once. An 
wireless outdoor movement detector can easily be connected 
to free@home, turning lights on whenever movement is 
detected in front of the house. The solution saves energy too, 
as the lights are not unnecessarily illuminated.

 • Easy-to-adjust light scenes
 • Central or remote control
 • Fast activation of emergency lighting
 • Support�of�energy�efficiency
 • Flexible use
 • Philips hue LED integration

Philips hue LED.
Simply integrate the Philips hue LEDs 
into the system and control them via 
the ABB-free@home® app. This allows 
not only the intensity of the light to be 
adjusted, but also its colour. Numerous 
options - one operating concept.
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Heating and air-conditioning
Providing comfort and energy-saving. The optimum room  
temperature can be adjusted with ABB-free@home individu- 
ally or according to the specific requirement, depending on 
the time of day and the function of the room. In ECO mode, 
the temperature is automatically lowered at night or when the  
house is empty. The heating can be automatically shut off 
when a window is open. This reduces the consumption of  
energy – whether for conventional heaters or in floor heating. 

 • Heating�to�suit�specific�requirements
 • For�heaters�or�in�floor�heating
 • Support�of�energy�efficiency
 • ECO mode
 •  Local operation or remotely controlled  
via app for smartphone and tablet
 •  Automatic deactivation when a  
window is open

The timing of the temperature can thus be perfectly adapted  
to your personal rhythm of life. In the morning, for example,  
the bathroom is already preheated. During the day, the rooms 
are unheated when no one is home. And when you get home  
at night, a comfortable living room awaits you.
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Picture directly on the display
Practical and convenient. The picture from the video camera 
can be displayed on the tablet or smartphone via the 
Welcome app. This allows visitors who ring the bell to be 
recognised even when you are not at home (requires ABB-
Welcome IP gateway and an ABB-Welcome outdoor video 
station).

Door communication
The ABB-Welcome door communication system can be 
integrated into ABB-free@home. The door communication 
and home automation can be used together with 
ABB-free@homeTouch 7". For example, the light switches 
come on when the doorbell rings to see visitors more clearly. 
And for safety reasons, the video camera records pictures  
of visitors at the door when no one is home.

 •  Large touch display (17.8 cm), to  
recognise who is at the door

 •  Easy operation keys for opening doors, 
mute function and light

 • Integrated picture memory
 • �Configuration�of�“Welcome�scenes”� 
when a visitor rings the bell or the  
door is unlocked
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The possibilities. ABB-free@home is 
easy to operate and at the same time 
flexible and adaptable to everyday 
situations or to those very special 
moments of life. And here complete 
scenes can be played automatically  
or be set or called up spontaneously  
to suit the mood.
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Atmosphere at the press of a button
With a personal comfort scene

Fast change of scenes
A single press of the button on the switch, on the 
ABB-free@homeTouch, smartphone or tablet suffices  
to call up a complete scene. This, for example, allows  
a living room to be transformed in a matter of seconds  
to suit an occasion – for welcoming guests or for a  
pleasant evening of relaxation. 

Simply one’s own scenes
To create or change individual scenes is as easy as child’s 
play with ABB-free@home. An intelligent assistance function 
helps to put together the desired tasks. For example, lamps 
and a specific position of the blind plus room temperature 
can be called up at the press of a button.

The perfect evening after a day at work. ABB-free@home  
prepares a pleasant reception when arriving at home. With  
a colourful display of light and ambient room temperature.  
Precisely the right atmosphere for relaxing.
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Networking as desired. Different functions 
can be combined for scenes.

    

All functions of the Philips hue LEDs can
be integrated in a scene. Aside from the
brightness, also the colour shade can 
be defined in a scene.
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 Present and yet not at home
With presence simulation

Remote control for everything
Always a good feeling. The presence simulation of ABB-free@
home records the weekly sequence of the  
devices. This means that its response is completely the  
same whether the residents are present or absent because 
of a business trip, away for holidays or gone shopping. Using 
the app on the smartphone, a safety check of the entire home 
is possible from a remote location anywhere in the world.

Everything is in perfect order at home. Because ABB-free@home 
brings life into rooms that are at times unoccupied. For this the 
system stores the habits of the residents while they are at home  
and then calls them up during their absence.
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Automatic protection against wind
During windy weather or storms, ABB-free@home together 
with a conventional weather station takes care of the 
independent upward movement of the blinds. This prevents 
damage such as buckling of the slats or broken window 
panes. This function is of particular benefit during one’s 
absence because weather can change unexpectedly.

Presence simulation
For greater safety. With ABB-free@home the home seems  
to be occupied even during one’s absence. Whether in the 
evening when visiting the theatre or during a summer holiday 
lasting a few weeks – the system can learn and imitate the 
daily routine of the residents. Such simulation helps to prevent 
break-ins.
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 Everything off with a single function
Absolutely

The simplest type of switch-off. ABB-free@home offers it with 
the everything-off function. It is especially practical when leaving 
the house. It simultaneously switches off all networked devices  
in all rooms.

Be assured
In principle the everything-off function works just like a preset 
scene. In this case all networked devices are simultaneously 
switched off in all rooms. Aside from safety, this also benefits 

energy efficiency. The everything-off function is especially 
practical at the bedside. Before falling asleep the entire lighting 
in the house can be switched off with just a press of a button. 
A very practical function to ensure comfort and safety.
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Near and far
The central switch for the everything-off function can be located  
on the wall near the front door and, of course, at any other  
location in the house. And for mobile use it can be displayed in  
the app on the smartphone or tablet.

Everything off. Stove, lights, heating,  
television or the iron in absence mode.  
A reassuring feeling.
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The entire house under control
Simply in the network

Comfortable and user-friendly. ABB-free@home is very  
easy to operate. It enables the blinds, lighting, heating, 
air-con dition   ing and door communication to be controlled from 
near and far via computer, tablet or smartphone. And with the 
ABB-free@homeTouch also from a central location in the house 
or as usual via a switch on the wall.
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Ready to start immediately
ABB-free@home can be made operational in a fast and 
cost-saving way. The reason: configuration and operation 
is as easy as surfing on a website, thanks to the free app. 
No additional software is required. The initial configuration is 
performed by the electrician. Later settings and adjustments 
can be made by yourself from every commercially available 
computer or tablet, with HTML5 independent of platform. 

Perfectly connected
The 2-wire bus technology allows the 
System Access Point to be connected with 
different sensors. Via the connection of a  
conventional Internet router the home auto- 
mation can be controlled with a mobile  
terminal device from anywhere in the world.
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One pointer is sufficient
For the app that is extremely easy  
to operate

Home automation has never been easier with the ABB-free@home 
app. It is suitable for controlling the entire technology in the net- 
worked house. And to make adjustments is as simple as surfing 
the Internet. 

Everything is possible
The unique user interface has been  
developed especially for ABB-free@home. 
It can be used via the Internet browser  
on a PC or laptop as well as on smart- 
phone and tablet. An app which  
adapts the user surface to the mobile  
operation (iOS/Android) has been  
developed especially for use with  
smartphone or tablet.
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Simply installed – even simpler to use
The use of the ABB-free@home app is optimised for use 
in daily life. The wizard will guide you through the system. 
The most important functions are explained very clearly with 
understandable symbols. For maximum security, a personal 
password can be activated at registration. The home control 
system is thus well-protected against impermissible access.

 • Easy to install
 • Easy�to�configure
 • Easy to change later
 • Intuitive operation
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All
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Living Room

Light Switch actuator Socket Outlet Room temperature con...SensorMovement detectorBlind actuator

Add device

As easy as shifting your armchair
 Easy set-up

Intuitive operation. The ABB-free@home app is easy to  
understand. To start with, all available devices in the rooms  
are activated on the display, allowing the favourite settings  
to be made immediately via drag-and-drop. 

Assigning
Then the sensors in the app are inte-
grated in the floor plan and assigned  
in the system.

Combining
And finally, the elements can be 
combined according to wish and 
requirement.

The house
First the electrician sets up the floor 
plan with its floors and rooms.

Simple and time-saving
The electrician performs the initial configuration of the system 
by app. Operation is particularly fast and saves cost-intensive 
work time.
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Time control
Roller blinds can be automatically  
moved and lights can be switched  
at any time or dependent on sunrise  
or sundown.

Panel setting
The most important functions can be 
controlled from a central location in  
the house and easily changed later, at 
any time.

Scene control
The user can easily combine existing 
switches and appliances into personal 
scenes in every room. A lighting scene, 
for example, for an evening on the 
couch.  

Understandable and adaptable
All settings can be changed at any time. Even by technical 
laypersons – because the functions are self-explanatory. 
Handling is as simple as any other well-known smartphone  
or tablet app.
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Advantages. From planning to efficient 
operation. As a result, initial installation 
by an electrician saves costs and the 
integration sustainably increases the 
value of any property.
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Economical right from the start
When compared with conventional home automation  
ABB-free@home is worth every cent of its price. Due to  
the reduced effort required during planning and installation  
the overall costs for ABB-free@home remains financially  
within the realm of the inexpensive. The system saves time  
and cost, as well as energy during operation.

The perfect plan
 Possible and affordable

Ideal for new buildings
ABB-free@home requires no additional construction. The 
walls are already open for the electrical installation – which 
means that the bus cable can simply be added. The system 
needs no special cable routings or its own installed cable 
ducts. Easy to plan for electricians, because the conductor 
routing does not determine the function. 

It also impresses professionals. Not only do the numerous  
functions and unlimited possibilities speak for ABB-free@home,  
the system also distinguishes itself due to the ease with which it 
can be integrated into every architectural environment.
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A safe investment – 
a global standard

Value-adding and energy-saving
ABB-free@home raises the value of each piece of real estate due 
to the increase in comfort and improved energy efficiency. The 
low cost of acquisition soon pays for itself. When compared  
to the total cost of a newly constructed house it generally 
amounts to around 1 per cent. Also the cost of energy can be 
deliberately reduced with ABB-free@home. For example, with the 
intelligent control of the blinds the optimum room temperature 
can be maintained with less energy. Generally the reduction  
of the room temperature by 1 degree Celsius saves around  
6 per cent of energy.

Always affordable
For a three-room apartment according to HEA 1-Stern-plus*, an 
ABB-free@home system including lighting, heating and blinds 
can already be implemented from 2,800 euros, plus the costs 
for the standard installation, such as the provision of cable and 
outlets and commissioning by an electrician.

Environmentally friendly  
with certificate
All devices for ABB-free@home are  
manufactured ecologically compatible – 
according to the RoHS ordinance.

* Equipment rating of the Fachgemeinschaft für  
effiziente�Energieanwendung�(Technical�Association� 
for Energy Applications)

RoHS
compliant
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The System Access Point
The System Access Point is the nerve center of the  
ABB-free@home system. It provides access for computer, 
tablet or smartphone via WLAN. This allows the functions of 
the system to be defined and remote controlled – even after 
installation. The System Access Point can also be combined 
with a network router – via LAN or WLAN. Just connect and 
you’re done. For convenience, the System Access Point makes 
its own WLAN and the software necessary for project planning 
and commissioning available. This makes you independent 
from the structural conditions and no additional software is 
required. As soon as you are finished with programming you 
can save the status and restore it again at any time.

The actuators and sensors
Actuators for switching, dimming and control are available  
for ABB-free@home. The flush-mounted binary inputs also 
allow the integration of conventional sensors, such as window 
contacts, for example. Push-buttons, room temperature  
controllers and movement detectors are available as sensors.

Technical description
For flexible installations

As easy as ever. Only few components are required for the  
installation of ABB-free@home. For the direct activation of  
light, the entire system only requires a bus cable in green, the 
sensor/actuator unit, a power supply and a System Access  
Point for programming.

01 02 0403 05

01 System Access Point 

02 Sensor, 1gang

03 Switch actuator, 4gang

04� Binary�input,�2gang,�flush-mounted�

05 Power supply
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System Access Point

Distribution with actuators 
and power supply

Two-wire bus cable

ABB- 
free@homeTouch

Welcome 
bus lineSensor

LightHeatingBlind

PSPS

Door com-
munication

Sensor

Welcome 
bus line

System Access Point

ABB- 
free@home-
Touch

Two-wire bus cable

Sensor/ 
actuator unit

HeatingBlind Door communication

Sensor/ 
actuator unit

PS
PS

Distribution with power supply

Central control Decentralized control

Central installation distributor with DIN rail mounting 
actuator
The installation of central DIN rail mounting actuators in the 
switch cabinet makes the installation of the sensors even 
easier – as only the bus line is located in the flush-mounted 
box. With this method, the costs for each channel can be 
reduced.

Sensor/actuator unit for decentralized control
All in one. In case of the sensor/actuator unit, both the sensor 
and actuator are located in a single device to save space.  
The basic function of the unit is pre-configured, which makes 
programming the basic function unnecessary – but possible if 
required. The 230-Volt line is wired as usual.

Sensor/actuator unit
The sensor/actuator unit combines a control element and, for 
example, a switch actuator in one flush-mounted housing. It 
is installed in the same way as a flush-mounted switch. The 
device has already been pre-programmed: which means that 
the light can be switched on directly after installation – without 
programming. The sensor/actuator unit can, of course, be 
freely re-configured via the user interface, just like all other 
sensors and actuators.
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Design alternatives
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01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

09 10 11 12

05 Rocker, 1gang, anthracite

06 Rocker, 2gang, anthracite

07 Movement detector, anthracite

08 Room temperature controller, anthracite

Impressivo

01 Rocker, 1gang, studio white

02 Rocker, 2gang, studio white

03 Movement detector, studio white

04 Room temperature controller, studio white

09 Rocker, 1gang, aluminium silver

10 Rocker, 2gang, aluminium silver

11 Movement detector, aluminium silver

12 Room temperature controller, aluminium silver

Rockers including icons: 
blind, light, dimmer and scene.



Order details
Modularity makes everything possible
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Power supply

Power supply 
ABB-free@home power supply with integrated choke. Fast diagnosis due to LED display for operational readiness and errors. 
Module width 4 MW.

Type EAN Description Package

PS-M-64.1.1 4016779941839 Power supply 640mA 30/230V DIN 1/-

 
System Access Point

System Access Point 
For commissioning and remote control of the ABB-free@home system. Allows the execution of astro and time programs.

Type EAN Description Package

SAP-S-1-84 4011395180327 Connector port System access point 230V 1/-

 

Rockers and inserts

1gang 
Sensor unit and different rockers

Type EAN Description Package

SU-F-1.0.1 4011395180075 Sensor unit 1gang 1/-

SR-1-214 4011395181133 Rocker 1gang Jussi 1/10

SR-1-84 4011395181836 Rocker 1gang Impressivo white 1/10

SR-1-81 4011395180099 Rocker 1gang Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SR-1-83 4011395182178 Rocker 1gang Impressivo aluminum 1/10

2gang 
Sensor unit and different rockers. Both sides of the rocker are ordered separately.

Type EAN Description Package

SU-F-2.0.1 4011395180082 Sensor unit 2gang 1/-

SR-2-214 4011395181195 Rocker 2gang left/right Jussi 1/10

SR-2-84 4011395181881 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo white 1/10

SR-2-81 4011395181553 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SR-2-83 4011395182239 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo aluminum 1/10
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Switch actuator sensor 
Insert and different rockers.

Type EAN Description Package

SSA-F-1.1.1 4011395180112 Switch actuator sensor 1/1gang 1/-

SR-1-214 4011395181133 Rocker 1gang Jussi 1/10

SR-1-84 4011395181836 Rocker 1gang Impressivo white 1/10

SR-1-81 4011395180099 Rocker 1gang Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SR-1-83 4011395182178 Rocker 1gang Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Switch actuator sensor  
Insert 2/1gang, 2/2gang and different rockers. Both sides of the rocker are ordered separately.

Type EAN Description Package

SSA-F-2.1.1 4011395180129 Switch actuator sensor 2/1gang 1/-

SSA-F-2.2.1 4011395180136 Switch actuator sensor 2/2gang 1/-

SR-2-214 4011395181195 Rocker 2gang left/right Jussi 1/10

SR-2-84 4011395181881 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo white 1/10

SR-2-81 4011395181553 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SR-2-83 4011395182239 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Labeling plate 
Labeling plate for Jussi and Impressivo cover plates. Useable text area is (12 x 52)mm.

Type EAN Description Package

2752 6438199000848 Labeling plate for Jussi and Impressivo cover plates. 10/100

Rockers with icon

1gang rockers with icon 

Type EAN Description Package

SRL-1-84 4011395181843 Rocker 1gang "lighting" symbol Impressivo white 1/10

SRL-1-81 4011395181515 Rocker 1gang "lighting" symbol Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRL-1-83 4011395182185 Rocker 1gang "lighting" symbol Impressivo aluminum 1/10

SRB-1-84 4011395181850 Rocker 1gang "blinds" symbol Impressivo white 1/10

SRB-1-81 4011395181522 Rocker 1gang "blinds" symbol Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRB-1-83 4011395182192 Rocker 1gang "blinds" symbol Impressivo aluminum 1/10

SRS-1-84 4011395181867 Rocker 1gang "scene" symbol Impressivo white 1/10

SRS-1-81 4011395181539 Rocker 1gang "scene" symbol Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRS-1-83 4011395182215 Rocker 1gang "scene" symbol Impressivo aluminum 1/10

SRD-1-84 4011395181874 Rocker 1gang "dimming" symbol Impressivo white 1/10

SRD-1-81 4011395181546 Rocker 1gang "dimming" symbol Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRD-1-83 4011395182222 Rocker 1gang "dimming" symbol Impressivo aluminum 1/10
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2gang rockers with icon 

Type EAN Description Package
Left

SRL-2-L-84 4011395181898 Rocker 2gang "lighting" symbol left Impressivo white 1/10

SRL-2-L-81 4011395181560 Rocker 2gang "lighting" symbol left Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRL-2-L-83 4011395182246 Rocker 2gang "lighting" symbol left Impressivo aluminum 1/10

SRS-2-L-84 4011395181928 Rocker 2gang "scene" symbol left Impressivo white 1/10

SRS-2-L-81 4011395181584 Rocker 2gang "scene" symbol left Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRS-2-L-83 4011395182260 Rocker 2gang "scene" symbol left Impressivo aluminum 1/10

SRD-2-L-84 4011395181935 Rocker 2gang "dimming" symbol left Impressivo white 1/10

SRD-2-L-81 4011395181591 Rocker 2gang "dimming" symbol left Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRD-2-L-83 4011395182277 Rocker 2gang "dimming" symbol left Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Right

SRL-2-R-84 4011395181942 Rocker 2gang "lighting" symbol right Impressivo white 1/10

SRL-2-R-81 4011395181614 Rocker 2gang "lighting" symbol right Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRL-2-R-83 4011395182284 Rocker 2gang "lighting" symbol right Impressivo aluminum 1/10

SRS-2-R-84 4011395181966 Rocker 2gang "scene" symbol right Impressivo white 1/10

SRS-2-R-81 4011395181638 Rocker 2gang "scene" symbol right Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRS-2-R-83 4011395182314 Rocker 2gang "scene" symbol right Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Left/right

SRB-2-84 4011395181911 Rocker 2gang "blinds" symbol Impressivo white 1/10

SRB-2-81 4011395181577 Rocker 2gang "blinds" symbol Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SRB-2-83 4011395182253 Rocker 2gang "blinds" symbol Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Dimmer

Dimming actuator 4gang 
Multi-channel universal dimming actuator for controlling LEDs, incandescent lamps, 230 V halogen lamps, low-voltage halo-
gen�lamps�with�conventional�or�electronic�transformers,�and�dimmable�energy-saving�halogen�lamps.�For�dimmable�retrofit�
LED lamps (LEDi). Increasing the maximum load via channel bridging possible. The outputs can be switched parallel in any 
combination. Outputs automatically recognise the connected load. In addition, the operating mode can be selected manually. 
Status indication of the channels via LED.

Type EAN Description Package

DA-M-0.4.1 4011395180358 Universal dimmer 4gang 1/-
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Dim actuator sensor

Dim actuator sensor 
For dimming 230 V~ loads. With integrated universal dimming actuator for controlling different lamps. The dimming function is 
available�also�without�prior�programming�(pre-configured).

Type EAN Description Package
1gang

SDA-F-1.1.1 4011395180143 Dimmer 1/-

SR-1-214 4011395181133 Rocker 1gang Jussi 1/10

SR-1-84 4011395181836 Rocker 1gang Impressivo white 1/10

SR-1-81 4011395180099 Rocker 1gang Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SR-1-83 4011395182178 Rocker 1gang Impressivo aluminum 1/10

2gang

SDA-F-2.1.1 4011395180150 Dimmer 1/-

SR-2-214 4011395181195 Rocker 2gang left/right Jussi 1/10

SR-2-84 4011395181881 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo white 1/10

SR-2-81 4011395181553 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SR-2-83 4011395182239 Rocker 2gang left/right Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Movement detector

Movement detector 
For automatic switching of ABB-free@home actuators dependent on movement and brightness.

Type EAN Description Package

MD-F-1.0.1-214 4011395179796 Movement detector Jussi 1/-

MD-F-1.0.1-84 4011395179871 Movement detector Impressivo white 1/-

MD-F-1.0.1-81 4011395179833 Movement detector Impressivo anthracite 1/-

MD-F-1.0.1-83 4011395179925 Movement detector Impressivo aluminum 1/-

Movement detector/switch actuator 
For automatic switching of ABB-free@home actuators dependent on movement and brightness. With integrated switch actu-
ator.�Switching�function�is�available�also�without�prior�programming�(pre-configured).

Type EAN Description Package

MSA-F-1.1.1-214 4011395179802 Movement detector/switch actuator Jussi 1/-

MSA-F-1.1.1-84 4011395179895 Movement detector/switch actuator Impressivo white 1/-

MSA-F-1.1.1-81 4011395179840 Movement detector/switch actuator Impressivo anthracite 1/-

MSA-F-1.1.1-83 4011395179949 Movement detector/switch actuator Impressivo aluminum 1/-
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Binary inputs and switch actuator

Binary input 4gang 
Records AC/DC signals of 10 to 230 V via 4 channels. The information of the signal evaluation can be used for controlling 
ABB-free@home actuators or for recording status information.

Type EAN Description Package

BI-M-4.0.1 4016779941778 Binary input 4gang 1/-

Binary input, flush-mounted 
Conventional push-buttons or auxiliary contacts can be connected to 2 channels or 4 channels. The information of the con-
tact enquiry can be used for activating ABB-free@home actuators or for recording status information. The contact polling 
voltage is made available from the binary input itself. Extension of the connecting cables possible by a maximum of 10 m. 
Flush-mounted device for installation in a 60 mm device box or distribution box. The bus can be connected via enclosed ter-
minal block.

Type EAN Description Package

BI-F-2.0.1 4016779941679 Binary�input�2gang�flush�mounted� 1/-

BI-F-4.0.1 4016779941884 Binary�input�4gang�flush�mounted� 1/-

Switch actuator, 4gang  
For switching 4 independent 230 V~ loads. Each contact has a manual operation function independent of auxiliary voltage for 
additionally displaying the contact setting.

Type EAN Description Package

SA-M-0.4.1 4016779942089 Output module 4x16A 230V DIN 1/-

 
Heating and cooling

Room temperature controller 
Control element with room temperature control function for controlling commercially available actuating drives or analogue 
actuating drives (continuous controllers) in connection with HA-M-0.6.1, HA-M-0.12.1. With display of set-value temperature. 
Only to be used in combination with ABB-free@home room temperature controller cover plates CP-RTC-xxx.

Type EAN Description Package

RTC-F-1 4011395180099 Room thermostat insert 1/-

CP-RTC-214 4011395181317 Thermostat center plate Jussi 1/10

CP-RTC-84 4011395181980 Thermostat center plate Impressivo white 1/10

CP-RTC-81 4011395181652 Thermostat center plate Impressivo anthracite 1/10

CP-RTC-83 4011395182345 Thermostat center plate Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Heating actuator 
For controlling thermoelectric actuating drives in heating/cooling systems. The outputs are protected against short-circuit and 
overload.

Type EAN Description Package

HA-M-0.6.1 4016779941815 Heating actuator 6gang 1/-

HA-M-0.12.1 4016779941808 Heating actuator 12gang 1/-
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Blind actuator

Blind actuator 
For controlling four independent blind or roller shutter drives. The outputs are inversely blocked.

Type EAN Description Package

BA-M-0.4.1 4016779941785 Blind actuator, 4gang 1/-

Blind actuator sensor 
For controlling blind and awning motors. With integrated blind actuator. Blind function is available also without prior program-
ming�(pre-configured).

Type EAN Description Package

SBA-F-1.1.1 4011395180167 Blind actuator sensor 1/-

SR-1-214 4011395181133 Rocker 1gang Jussi 1/10

SR-1-84 4011395181836 Rocker 1gang Impressivo white 1/10

SR-1-81 4011395180099 Rocker 1gang Impressivo anthracite 1/10

SR-1-83 4011395182178 Rocker 1gang Impressivo aluminum 1/10

Display and Door Entry 

Display and Door Entry  
For�ABB-free@home�and�ABB-Welcome.�For�the�central�control�of�up�to�16�configurable�functions�and�display�of�the�video�
image of an ABB-Welcome outdoor station.

Type EAN Description Package
Display

DP7-S-611 4011395182420 Touch display free@home 7" white 1/16

DP7-S-625 4011395182383 Touch display free@home 7" black 1/16

Outdoor video station

83121/1-664-500 4011395154663 Input modul, Outdoor video St. 1 gang white 1/12

System Controller

83300-500 4011395152775 Controller and supply device of the ABB-Welcome system, MDRC 1/20

Power Supply (only for display, no possibility to connect outdoor station)

CP-D24/0.42 4016779661164 Power supply, 24 V DC, 0.42 A, MDRC 1/1

Installation box

83402U-689-500 4011395155967 Inst.�Box,�flush-mounted,�Size�1/3,�grey� 1/21

83402AP-689-500 4011395155837 Inst. Box, surface-mounted, Size 1/3, white 1/30



We would like to point out that the illustration of scenes can deviate from the original.

Communicative and competent  
The ABB partner close to you

Now scan the QR code to find out more about the  
advantages of ABB-free@home.

http://www.abb.com/freeathome

Advice and assistance close to you. Additional information  
regarding ABB-free@home and individual consultation can  
be obtained from a local electrician.
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